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Transparency and communication have become central to the IMF's mission. The main thesis is that an important means of further strengthening the IMF's external
communication in the period ahead will be better coordination and integration of communication with the IMF's policies and operations, especially in country work and for major
policy initiatives and issues. Options for implementing the IMF's existing external communications strategy that can be accommodated within existing budget limits are highlighted
for discussion.
The book divides these 50 papers into two major categories (Communications and Networking) and groups them by decade.
This two-volume set, CCIS 0269-CCIS 0270, constitutes the refereed post-conference proceedings of the International Conference on Global Trends in Computing and
Communication, ObCom 2011, held in Vellore, India, in December 2011. The 173 full papers presented together with a keynote paper and invited papers were carefully reviewed
and selected from 842 submissions. The conference addresses all current issues associated with computing, communication and information. The proceedings consists of invited
papers dealing with the review of performance models of computer and communication systems and contributed papers that feature topics such as networking, cloud computing,
fuzzy logic, mobile communication, image processing, navigation systems, biometrics and Web services covering literally all the vital areas of the computing domains.
Important aspects of social networking analysis are covered in this work by combining experimental and theoretical research. A specific focus is devoted to emerging trends and
the industry needs associated with utilizing data mining techniques. Some of the techniques covered include data mining advances in the discovery and analysis of communities,
in the personalization of solitary activities (like searches) and social activities (like discovering potential friends), in the analysis of user behavior in open fora (like conventional
sites, blogs and fora) and in commercial platforms (like e-auctions), and in the associated security and privacy-preservation challenges; as well as social network modeling,
scalable, customizable social network infrastructure construction, and the identification and discovery of dynamic growth and evolution patterns using machine learning
approaches or multi-agent based simulation. These topics will be of interest to practitioners and researchers alike in this dynamic and growing field.
This book gathers high-quality papers presented at the International Conference on Smart Trends for Information Technology and Computer Communications (SmartCom 2019),
organized by the Global Knowledge Research Foundation (GR Foundation) from 24 to 25 January 2019. It covers the state-of-the-art and emerging topics pertaining to
information, computer communications, and effective strategies for their use in engineering and managerial applications. It also explores and discusses the latest technological
advances in, and future directions for, information and knowledge computing and its applications.
This book, edited and authored by world leading experts, gives a review of the principles, methods and techniques of important and emerging research topics and technologies in
wireless communications and transmission techniques. The reader will: Quickly grasp a new area of research Understand the underlying principles of a topic and its application
Ascertain how a topic relates to other areas and learn of the research issues yet to be resolved Reviews important and emerging topics of research in wireless technology in a
quick tutorial format Presents core principles in wireless transmission theory Provides reference content on core principles, technologies, algorithms, and applications Includes
comprehensive references to journal articles and other literature on which to build further, more specific and detailed knowledge
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second International Conference on High Performance Computing and Communications, HPCC 2006. The book presents 95 revised full papers,
addressing all current issues of parallel and distributed systems and high performance computing and communication. Coverage includes networking protocols, routing, and algorithms, languages and
compilers for HPC, parallel and distributed architectures and algorithms, wireless, mobile and pervasive computing, Web services, peer-to-peer computing, and more.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 5th IEEE International Workshop on Modelling Autonomic Communications Environments, MACE 2010, held in Niagara Falls, Canada, in October 2010,
as part of the 6th International Conference on Network and Service Management, CNSM 2010. The 10 full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 17 submissions. The papers are
organized in topical sections on autonomics in home area networks and multimedia; ontologies, experience, adaptive systems and federation; and modeling for virtualized infrastructure.
This book has the chapters from the Handbook of International and Intercultural Communication, Second Edition relating to the structure and growth of cross-cultural and intercultural communication. With an
expanded forward by William Gudykunst it is an invaluable resource for students and lecturers of communications studies
Cooperative connected and automated mobility (CCAM) has the potential to reshape the transportation ecosystem in a revolutionary way. Transportation systems will be safer, more efficient and more
comfortable. Cars are going to be the third living space, as passengers will have the freedom to use their car to live, work and travel. Despite the massive effort devoted, both by academia and industry, to
developing connected and automated vehicles, there are still many issues to be addressed, including not only scientific and technological, but also regulatory and political issues. This book, mostly centered
on the scientific and technological aspects of CCAMs, features seven articles highlighting recent advances of the state of the art in different CCAM technologies. Two papers address vehicular platooning, a
key application for day-1 automated driving, other presents a scheme to improve the resource utilization of vehicular networks, while another paper addresses critical train communications, proposing an
architecture based on 5G, SDN and MPTCP to provide path diversity and end-to-end redundancy. One paper describes the status of roadside deployment activities and analyzes the policies and practices of
cooperative driving in the European Union. Finally, two review papers, one on congestion control techniques for VANETs and the other on fault tolerance techniques for vehicular networks, conclude the book.
Covers the most recent topics in the field of environmental management and provides a broad focus on the theoretical and methodological underpinnings of environmental management Provides an up-todate survey of the field from the perspective of different disciplines Covers the topic of environmental management from multiple perspectives, namely, natural sciences, engineering, business, social
sciences, and methods and tools perspectives Combines both academic rigor and practical approach through literature reviews and theories and examples and case studies from diverse geographic areas
and policy domains Explores local and global issues of environmental management and analyzes the role of various contributors in the environmental management process Chapter contents are appropriately
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demonstrated with numerous pictures, charts, graphs, and tables, and accompanied by a detailed reference list for further readings
This edition of this handbook updates and expands its review of the research, theory, issues and methodology that constitute the field of educational communications and technology. Organized into seven
sectors, it profiles and integrates the following elements of this rapidly changing field.

A comprehensive and practical guide to writing a successful media paper or report, from selecting a topic to submitting the final draft. • Offers timelines students can use to pace
themselves throughout the research and writing process • Examples of different formatting styles are included along with a checklist for final papers
Written for communication students, Quantitative Research in Communication provides practical, user-friendly coverage of how to use statistics, how to interpret SPSS printouts,
how to write results, and how to assess whether the assumptions of various procedures have been met. Providing a strong conceptual orientation to techniques and procedures
that range from the "moderately basic" to "highly advanced," the book provides practical tips and suggestions for quantitative communication scholars of all experience levels. In
addition to important foundational information, each chapter that covers a specific statistical procedure includes suggestions for interpreting, explaining, and presenting results;
realistic examples of how the procedure can be used to answer substantive questions in communication; sample SPSS printouts; and a detailed summary of a published
communication journal article using that procedure. Features · Engaged Research application boxes stimulate thought and discussion, illustrating how particular research
methods can be used to answer very practical, civic-minded questions. · Realistic examples at the beginning of each chapter show how the chapter's procedure could be used to
answer a substantive research question. · Examples and application activities geared toward the emerging trend of service learning encourage students to do projects oriented
toward their community or campus. · Summaries of journal articles demonstrate how to write statistical results in APA style and illustrate how real researchers use statistical
procedures in a wide variety of contexts, such as tsunami warnings, date requests, and anti-drug public service announcements. · How to Decipher Figures show students how to
"read" the statistical shorthand presented in the quantitative results of an article and also, by implication, show them how to write up results . Quantitative Research in
Communication is ideal for courses in Quantitative Methods in Communication, Statistical Methods in Communication, Advanced Research Methods (undergraduate), and
Introduction to Research Methods (Graduate) in departments of communication, educational psychology, psychology, and mass communication.
This volume addresses virtual reality (VR) -- a tantalizing communication medium whose essence challenges our most deeply held notions of what communication is or can be.
The editors have gathered an expert team of engineers, social scientists, and cultural theorists for the first extensive treatment of human communication in this exciting medium.
The first part introduces the reader to VR's state-of-the-art as well as future trends. In the next section, leading research scientists discuss how knowledge of communication can
be used to build more effective and exciting communication applications of virtual reality. Looking ahead, the authors explore pioneering approaches to VR narratives,
interpersonal communication, the use of 3D sound, and the building of VR entertainment complexes. In the final section, the authors zoom out to view the big picture -- the
psychological, social, and cultural implications of virtual reality. Thought-provoking discussions consider important communication issues such as: * How will virtual reality
influence perception of reality? * What are the legal issues defining communication in virtual reality? * What kind of cultural trends will this technology encourage?
Annotation The papers in this e-book focus on data collection and whilst none can claim to be completely new, all challenge our usual reliance on focus groups or depth
interviews and challenge us to think more creatively of how we might get closer to the actual lived experience of consumers and consumption.
A hands-on guide for applying research methods to common problems, issues, projects, and questions that communication practitioners deal with on a regular basis, this text
demonstrates the relevance of research in professional roles and communication careers. The second edition features updated material that covers major communication
research methods including surveys, experiments, focus groups, observation research, while also providing key background information on ethics, validity, reliability, concept
explication, statistical analysis, and other current topics. It continues to foster student engagement with research through its numerous features and practical activities, including:
Research in Depth – examples of methods as applied in scholarly research Reflect and React – problems and issues that promote reflection and discussion Voices from Industry
– Q&As with professionals working in communication industries End-of-unit activities – exercises that reinforce concepts and content The text is ideally suited to both
undergraduate and graduate courses in mass communication research methods. Online resources, including sample syllabi, PowerPoint slides, and test banks are available on
the companion website: www.routledge.com/cw/boyle.
This two-volume set LNICST 254-255 constitutes the post-conference proceedings of the 14thInternational Conference on Security and Privacy in Communication Networks,
SecureComm 2018, held in Singapore in August 2018. The 33 full and 18 short papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 108 submissions. The papers are organized in
topical sections on IoT security, user and data privacy, mobile security, wireless security, software security, cloud security, social network and enterprise security, network
security, applied cryptography, and web security.
Exploring the Nature, Content, and Frequency of Intrapersonal CommunicationFrontiers Media SAQuantitative Research in CommunicationSAGE Publications
The refereed proceedings of the 6th IEEE International Conference on High Speed Networking and Multimedia Communication, HSNMC 2003, held in Estoril, Portugal in July
2003. The 57 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 105 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on integrated differentiated
services, multicasting, peer-to-peer networking, quality of service, QoS, network and information management, WDM networks, mobile and wireless networks, video, CDMA, real
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time issues and protocols for IP networks, multimedia streaming, TCP performance, voice over IP, and traffic models.
"This volume is an important contribution to academic and activist knowledge. It is ambitious in the range of issues areas it covers, challenging in the depth and breadth of
analysis of the individual chapters. All in all, this is a treasure trove of new insights, experiences, and innovative approaches to politically committed and scholarly work that aim to
make a difference."--Marianne Franklin, Goldsmiths, University of London -This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 12th IFIP TC 6/TC 11 International Conference on Communications and Multimedia Security, CMS 2010, held in Ghent,
Belgium, in October 2011. The 26 revised papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 52 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on usability,
architecture and framework security, mobile identity management, secure hardware platforms, biometrics, multimedia security, network security and authentication.
This book provides comprehensive coverage of the protocols of communication systems. The book is divided into four parts. Part I covers the basic concepts of system and
protocol design and specification, overviews the models and languages for informal and formal specification of protocols, and describes the specification language SDL. In the
second part, the basic notions and properties of communication protocols and protocol stacks are explained, including the treatment of the logical correctness and the
performance of protocols. In the third part, many methods for message transfer, on which specific communication protocols are based, are explained and formally specified in the
SDL language. The fourth part provides for short descriptions of some specific protocols, mainly used in IP networks, in order to acquaint a reader with the practical use of
communication methods presented in the third part of the book. The book is relevant to researchers, academics, professionals and students in communications engineering.
Provides comprehensive yet granular coverage of the protocols of communication systems Allows readers the ability to understand the formal specification of communication
protocols Specifies communication methods and protocols in the specification language SDL, giving readers practical tools to venture on their own
Historically speaking, the making of a teacher is rather a challenging and beautiful process. The same leads the nation to gain educated individuals who will now carry forward
the legacy of their gurus. The passage of time stands witness to the fact that be it homemakers, home runners or breadwinners of the family, each needs to have basic education
in order to lead a good life. Education is a charity that always begins at home but can only be executed properly by someone who is versed in the science of homemaking and
running. A homemaker has the luxury to be able to impart knowledge in the rawest as well as the most effective manner. Since it is such a responsible job, NTA UGC NET takes
up the initiative to shortlist the best of the best Home Science candidates for further studies. You will also find a plethora of UGC NET Home Science mock tests and UGC NET
Home Science practice tests 2020 with us.
This book stands as an introduction to the world of communications research for media professionals and undergraduate and graduate students of mass communications--those preparing for
professional careers in the field or for academic or research careers. It will also be of interest to academic and professional researchers and scholars of media affairs, as well as administrators
or universities maintaining research departments.
This book covers the recent progress in fiber-optic communication systems with a main focus on the impact of fiber nonlinearities on the system performance. Over the past few years, there
has been significant progress in coherent communication systems mainly because of the advances in digital signal processing techniques. This has led to renewed interest in fiber linear and
nonlinear impairments and techniques to mitigate them in electrical domain. In this book, the reader will find all the important topics of fiber optic communication systems in one place with indepth coverage by the experts of each subtopics. Pioneers from each of the sub-topics have been invited to contribute. Each chapter will have a section on fundamentals, review of literature
survey and the recent developments. The reader will benefit from this approach since many of the conference proceedings and journal articles mainly focus on the authors’ research work
without spending space on preliminaries.
This book is a spin-off of a by-invitation-only workshop on self-* properties in complex systems held in summer 2004 in Bertinoro, Italy. The workshop aimed to identify the conceptual and
practical foundations for modeling, analyzing, and achieving self-* properties in distributed and networked systems. Based on the discussions at the workshop, papers were solicited from
workshop participants and invited from leading researchers in the field. Besides presenting sound research results, the papers also present visionary statements, thought-provoking ideas, and
exploratory results. The 27 carefully reviewed revised full papers, presented together with a motivating introduction and overview, are organized in topical sections on self-organization, selfawareness, self-awareness versus self-organization, supporting self-properties, and peer-to-peer algorithms.
Originally published in 1988. Step-by-step, this book leads students from problem identification, through the mazes of surveys, experimentation, historical/qualitative studies, statistical
analysis, and computer data processing to the final submission and publication in scientific or popular publications.
The Handbook of International Crisis Communication Research articulates a broader understanding of crisis communication, discussing the theoretical, methodological, and practical
implications of domestic and transnational crises, featuring the work of global scholars from a range of sub-disciplines and related fields. Provides the first integrative international perspective
on crisis communication Articulates a broader understanding of crisis communication, which includes work from scholars in journalism, public relations, audience research, psychology, political
science, sociology, economics, anthropology, and international communication Explores the topic from cross-national and cross-cultural crisis communication approaches Includes research
and scholars from countries around the world and representing all regions Discusses a broad range of crisis types, such as war, terrorism, natural disasters, pandemia, and organizational
crises
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